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REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT — COMMENTS BY MEMBERS FOR  
MURRAY–WELLINGTON AND EYRE 

783. Mr M. McGOWAN to the Premier: 

Before I ask my question, I acknowledge the members of the United States political delegation, who are sitting 
in the Speaker’s gallery. Also, on behalf of my colleagues, I acknowledge the former Leader of the National 
Party, the member for Pilbara, and I wish him and his family all the very best for the future. 

I refer to the comments made this morning by the members for Murray–Wellington and Eyre.  

(1) Does the Premier agree with the member for Murray–Wellington’s concerns about what he says is an 
“unfair distribution of royalties for regions funding”?  

(2) Does the Premier agree with his Liberal colleagues, the members for Murray-Wellington and Eyre, that 
the portfolio of regional development should be held by a Liberal Party member and not a National 
Party member? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

(1)–(2) My initial response is: what has that to do with the Leader of the Opposition?  

Several members interjected.  

The SPEAKER: Order, members!  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I also congratulate the new leader of the National Party, and I thank Brendon Grylls for his 
quite outstanding service as a minister over the past five years. He has been highly effective and highly 
enthusiastic and, as I said publicly, a very loyal member of cabinet. I hope he returns at some stage.  

I do not know what comments the Leader of the Opposition is referring to. I do not know whether those 
respective members have made public comments. Certainly there was discussion in the Liberal party room about 
a range of issues. Obviously, with a change of leadership in the National Party, a new minister will come into 
cabinet, and that will be a choice for the National Party to make. Once that is resolved, there will be a discussion 
about portfolios. It is my intent that any portfolio changes will be kept to an absolute minimum. 
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